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Pattern of confined chemical garden was controlled by the speed of injected fluid, and their
mechanism is discussed. A confined chemical garden system was constructed where an aqueous
solution of cobalt chloride was injected into a cell filled with sodium silicate solution. The reaction of
these two solutions resulted in the formation of precipitation. The viscosities of the prepared aqueous
solutions were set to be similar in order to rule out the possibility of Saffman-Taylor instability. The
injection front showed three distinctive patterns: algaes, shells, and filaments, which were dependent
on injection speed. The injection pressure and the spatio-temporal pattern of the injected fluid were
measured, and a significant increase in the injection pressure was observed when the filament pattern
appeared, which indicated the existence of thin lubrication layer between the precipitation and the
substrate. The filament pattern was further analyzed quantitatively, and the number of active
filaments was determined to be proportional to the injection speed. A mathematical model was
constructed that considered both the viscous effect from the thin luburiation layer and the Laplace
pressure. This model successfully reproduced the characteristic filament dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Placing a grain of a metal salt at the bottom of a
sodium silicate solution results in the formation of a
branching aggregate that grows spontaneously upward.
This phenomenon is referred to as a chemical garden [1–
4]. The essential factor for the growth of a chemical gar-
den is the formation of a gel made of precipitation of
metal cation and anions such as silicate. When a grain of
metal salt is placed in a sodium silicate solution, a mem-
brane made of a gel, through which water can permeate,
covers the salt. The concentration of salt in the solution
inside and outside of the membrane is different, which
results in osmotic pressure. The membrane expands due
to this osmotic pressure and finally ruptures. In this way,
a concentrated aqueous solution of metal salt is ejected
from the membrane, which in turn is surrounded by the
gel membrane. This process is thus repeated and results
in a branch-like aggregate.
Such chemical gardens are a manifestation of a cou-
pling of flow and precipitation. Hydrodynamic flow is
generated by osmotic pressure, and precipitation occurs
when the metal salt and sodium silicate solution mix to
form a gel. This same coupling of flow and precipitation
especially under frictional environment is also relevant
for geophysical conditions [5], cellular motility [6], as well
as industrial application [7]. Such systems often contain
various chemicals and/or biological agents, and thus a
simplified physical view would be valuable for predicting
the behavior of these systems. Therefore, it is of interest
to produce a system where various spatio-temporal pat-
terns appear according to the physical parameters that
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arise from a coupling of flow and precipitation under fric-
tional environment [8, 9].
A simplified 2-dimensional (2D) chemical garden sys-
tem was recently invented by Haudin et al. [10–12]. The
geometry of the system is constrained to be 2D by the
use of a thin cell, known as a Hele-Shaw cell. One of two
aqueous solutions of cobalt chloride and sodium silicate
is placed in the cell, and the other solution is injected
mechanically from the center of the cell. In this way,
the hydrodynamic flow is imparted externally. Mixing of
these two solutions results in the formation of precipi-
tation [13]. Further interestingly, frictional environment
is also introduced due to a Hele-Shaw cell. In their re-
port, various spatio-temporal dynamics were identified,
such as the formation of algaes, shells, and filaments,
by changing the concentration and the chemical species.
Therefore, the 2D chemical garden is a desirable candi-
date for exploration of the coupling of flow and precip-
itation under frictional environment. However, previous
work has mainly used variation of the chemical param-
eters, while changes to physical parameters such as the
flow rate and cell thickness have not been systematically
examined. Therefore, we have focused on the influence
of physical parameters on 2D chemical garden formation.
Cells with different thickness were filled with sodium sil-
icate solution, into which cobalt chloride solutions were
injected at various rates. These two solutions were set
to have similar viscosities, so as to rule out the possi-
bility of a typical Saffman-Taylor instability, i.e., viscous
fingering [14, 15].
II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
Water was purified using a Millipore Milli-Q system.
Cobalt chloride was purchased from Wako Pure Indus-
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FIG. 1. (a) Setup of Hele-Shaw cell made of poly(vinyl
chrolide), PVC, plate with Petri dish. (b) Schematic illus-
tration of experimental setup as a whole.
tries Ltd. Sodium silicate, provided by Fuji Chemical
Co. Ltd., contained 9.4 wt% sodium oxide and 29 wt%
silicon dioxide, which is almost equivalent to 6.5 mol/L
of silicate in the aqueous phase. This sodium silicate so-
lution was diluted to have 4.9 wt% sodium oxide and 15
wt% silicon dioxide, of which the viscosity was 3.8 mPa·s,
and this solution is referred to as water glass. An aque-
ous solution of 2 mol/L cobalt chloride was prepared, of
which the viscosity was 2.4 mPa·s, and this is referred to
as the inner fluid.
The experimental system consisted of a horizontal
Hele-Shaw cell with gap width of h = 0.75, 1.2 and 2.4
mm. The cells were constructed with 90 mm diameter
polystyrene Petri dishes (1-8549-04, AS ONE Co.) and
poly (vinyl chloride), PVC, cover plates (Sekisui Co.,
Ltd.) (Fig.1(a)). There was a space around the cover
plate to allow solution to escape. The Hele-Shaw cell
was filled with water glass and the inner fluid was then
injected from the center of the upper plate at various
injection rates (Q = 0.01 to 120 mL/min.). The cen-
tral hole, whose diameter was 1 mm, and a 50 mL sy-
ringe (Henke Sass Wolf Co. Ltd) were connected with
a nylon tube (Nihon Pisco Co., Ltd.; 2.5 mm internal
diameter) (Fig.1(b)). The syringe was installed on a sy-
ringe pump (CXF1010; ISIS Co., Ltd.). A pressure gauge
(60X10KPA, Daiichi Keiki MFG. Co., Ltd; S010.1MP,
Migishita Keiki MFG. Co., Ltd.) inserted between the
injection point of the cell and the syringe pump was used
to measure the pressure. The length of the tube from the
branching point for the pressure gauge to the injection
point of the cell was 500 mm. The pattern of injected
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram and order parameters C and f , de-
termined by the flow rate Q and cell thickness h. (a) Phase
diagram for the present system. Blank squares, filled triangles
and blank circles represent algae (Fig. 3), shell (Fig. 4) and
filament (Fig. 5) patterns. The overlapped symbols represent
the coexistence of these patterns. The boundaries between
patterns shift to higher Q with increasing h. Horizontal axis
is logarithmic up to Q=5, and liner for larger Q. (b,c) De-
pendence of the order parameters, (b) pattern circularity C,
and (c) variance of areal velocity f , on Q, where h is 0.75
mm. The filament pattern showed the lowest C, which indi-
cates a branching shape, whereas the algae pattern showed
the largest value of f , which indicates non-steady growth of
the interface. The dotted lines represent the boundary where
only shell patterns were observed. The errorbars correspond
to ± standard deviation.
fluid was measured from the bottom of the cell with a
digital video camera, and analyzed using Image J soft-
ware (NIH) [6].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three distinctive patterns were obtained by varying
Q and h, as exemplified in Fig. 2(a). Algae, shell and
filament patterns were observed (Figs. 3-5), as reported
previously by Haudin et al. [10]. An increase of Q leads
to a pattern transition from algae, to shell, and to fila-
ment. In contrast to the report in [10], where the chem-
ical composition was changed, variation of the physical
parameters Q and h resulted in three different patterns.
Furthermore, these patterns were successfully character-
ized according to the order parameters; the circularity
C, and the variance of areal velocity, f . C is defined
as C = 4piA/Π2, where A and Π are the area and the
perimeter of the injected fluid, respectively. Thus, in
typical notation, C is 1 for a circle and less than 1 for
a rough pattern. C was measured when t = τ , i.e.,
when 1 mL of the inner fluid was injected. f is defined
as f =
(
〈(dAdt )2〉 − 〈dAdt 〉2) /〈dAdt 〉2, where 〈〉 denotes the
temporal average over t = 0 to τ . Figures 2(b) and (c)
show C and f when h = 0.75 mm as a function of Q.
C was small and became close to zero when the filament
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FIG. 3. (a) Snapshots of algae pattern growth, where Q =
0.01 mL/min. The interface was rough, and the color of the
aggregate changed with time, which reflects the change in the
hydration structure. Scale bar: 10 mm. (b) Time course of
areal velocity, dA/dt, where a large fluctuation was observed.
Such intensive fluctuation in dA/dt indicates that the gener-
ated aggregate had a 3D structure. (c) Schematic illustration
of the algae type aggregates in side view. Inner fluid leaks
out from small fracture of precipitates. See also supplemen-
tary information for movies[25].
pattern appeared (Fig. 2(b)). Thus, C is a relevant pa-
rameter to distinguish a filament pattern from a shell
pattern. A small decrease in C is noted for an algae pat-
tern compared with a shell pattern; however, the differ-
ence becomes much more significant when a change in f
is observed, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The algae pattern was
characterized by random intermittent growth, which re-
sulted in high f . The shell pattern also shows a relatively
high f compared to the filament pattern. The boundary
between the algae and shell patterns seems to be con-
tinuously changed. The algae pattern was characterized
by a much higher f , and thus f is useful for differenti-
ating algae from shell patterns. The coexistence of shell
and filament patterns was also observed, not only in dif-
ferent trials with the same parameters, but also within
the same trial. Such transitioning of patterns became
more frequent when the gap size h was increased; i.e.,
the boundary between each pattern became unclear.
For small Q, 3D aggregates were formed at the front
of the injected fluid, and the inner fluid was ejected
from a small rupture in the aggregate, as shown in Fig-
ure 3(a). The top-view of the front shape had fractal-like
millimeter-scale roughness, and expansion of the front
was irregular and characterized by fluctuation of the 2D
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FIG. 4. (a) Snapshots of shell pattern growth, where Q = 4
mL/min. The advancing interface was smooth, and a periodic
stripe pattern was observed in its trace. Scale bar: 10 mm.
(b) Magnified image of the stripe pattern, for which the period
was typically ca. 2 mm. Scale bar: 5 mm. (c) Time course
of areal velocity, dA/dt. Except for an initial disturbance
observed prior to 0.5 s, the areal velocity was almost constant.
See also supplementary information for movies[25].
areal velocity dAdt , as shown in Fig. 3(b). Significant fluc-
tuation in the areal velocity dAdt , and hence large f , de-
spite a constant injection rate Q, indicated that the gen-
erated aggregate did not span the entire gap, i.e., the
aggregate had a 3D structure (Fig. 3(c)). Furthermore,
due to slow front motion (less than 10 µm/s), the aggre-
gate changed color during growth over time, which sug-
gests a change in the chemical composition within the
precipitation [10, 16].
In the intermediate Q range, shell patterns were ob-
served. The shell pattern is characterized by a repeated
extension of a smooth injection front (Fig. 4(a)). This
resulted in a trace with a shell-like texture, for which the
period was typically 2 mm, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Even
though the extension of the rim had temporal oscilla-
tions, dAdt was almost constant overall (Fig. 4(c)). The
constant increase in the injected area, in addition to the
small f (Fig. 2(c)), suggest that the generated aggregate
spanned the entire gap.
A similar shell structure was reported in the case
when water glass was injected into a cobalt chloride solu-
tion [11], but not in the opposite case. The difference be-
tween the present study and that reported in [11] can be
attributed to the concentration difference (higher cobalt
chloride concentration and different composition of wa-
ter glass), in addition to a different injection speed. As
reported in [11], the coexistence of shell and filament pat-
terns at the marginal value of Q was also observed in the
present study.
When Q was sufficiently large, the front of the injected
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FIG. 5. (a) Snapshots of filament pattern growth, where Q =
30 mL/min. The circles correspond to the tips of the moving
filaments. A box encircled by dashed line represents the close
up region in (b). Scale bar: 10 mm. (b) Close up version of
snapshots of filaments which showed splitting of a tip, where
one active filament became two. (c) Time course of areal
velocity, dA/dt. Despite the complexity of the pattern, the
areal velocity was almost constant. See also supplementary
information for movies[25].
fluid branched to form multiple fronts, i.e., a filament
pattern (Fig. 5(a)). The front exhibited irregular me-
andering and splitting (Fig. 5(b)), in contrast to typi-
cal viscous fingering due to the Saffman-Taylor instabil-
ity [14, 15]. However, the fluctuation in dAdt was small, as
shown in Fig. 5(c), which resulted in small f .
To quantify the branching dynamics, the number of
active (mobile) filaments N was counted during filament
growth over time. To enumerate the number of active
filaments, difference images were constructed from snap-
shots separated by a fixed time, ∆t. Here, ∆t(Q, h) is the
time span to have the same total areal increment ∆A as
a function of Q and h. In this study, ∆A ∼ 27 mm2 was
selected. For example, if Q = 30 mL/min and h=0.75
mm, then ∆t = 0.04 s. In this way, the advancing front
is extracted and the fronts of areas larger than 1.3 mm2
are counted as actively moving filaments. In addition to
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FIG. 6. (a) Dependence of the number of active filaments N
on t. N become saturated over time. The saturated value Ns
was measured after t = 1 s, as indicated by the dashed line.
(b) Histogram of relative frequency of N observed after t = 1
s, as indicated by the dashed line in (a). (c,d) Dependence of
(c) N¯s and (d) the filament velocity v¯f on Q, where data for
h=0.75 mm and 1.2 mm are denoted by squares and trian-
gles, respectively. N¯s increased steadily with Q, whereas the
average v¯f was almost constant, irrespective of Q and h. The
errorbars correspond to ± standard deviation.
N , the speed of the moving front vf was also measured,
which represents the speed of the filaments.
Figure 6(a) shows a typical time course for the number
of active filaments N ; the number of moving fronts N
initially increased with time and then satuated at finite
value, Ns. This can be also observed by the peak in
the histogram of the observed number of active filaments
(Fig. 6(b)). For h = 0.75 and 1.2 mm, N¯s and v¯f were
obtained from four independent measurements for each
parameter with Q, where a bar denotes the temporal
average. N¯s was proportional to Q (Fig. 6(c)), whereas
the front velocity v¯f was almost the same for all h and
Q, with large fluctuations shown in Figure 6(d).
The pressure measurements were also conducted while
observing the pattern development. In order to obtain
friction coefficient of cell without precipitation reaction
Ξ, we filled the same cell with a pure water, and in-
jected inner fluid with various rate Q. The result of this
measurement is shown in Figure 7(a) with blank circle.
Fitting these observed data with P = ΞQ, we obtained
Ξ = 0.32 ± 0.01 kPa/(mL/min.). This Ξ is high if we
estimate it with nominal geometrical setup[17, 18]. We
infer that this discrepancy is due to the focusing flow just
before the injection point and/or relatively narrow gap
at the injection point. We, then, measured the pressure
while injecting inner fluid, cobalt chloride solution, into
the water glass. Here we measured the pressure value
when 1 mL of inner fluid was injected. The pressure ob-
served with Q = 0.01 mL/min, with alga pattern, was
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FIG. 7. (a) Measured pressure P with respect to injection rate
Q. Blank circle represents Pw when inner fluid was injected
into pure water, where there were no precipitatoin reaction oc-
curred. Solid line represents the fit for these data, whose slope
is obtained as Ξ =0.32 kPa/(mL/min.). Cross with error bar
represents P when inner fluid was injected into water glass
where precipitation reaction occurs. Three independent mea-
surement was conducted, and oressyre was measured when
1 mL of inner fluid was injected. (b) Assumed pressure at
the center of the cell Pc when precipitation occurred. Pc was
obtained by substracting the pressure required for injecting
water (assumed from fitted value), ΞQ, from measured pres-
sure, P . The data, Q < 10 mL/min. (denoted by a vertical
dashed line) corresponds to shell pattern, whereas the other
data corresponds to filament pattern. The errorbars corre-
spond to ± standard deviation.
150 Pa. The increased pressure due to the precipitation
reaction, Pc, was is obtained by subtracting ΞQ = 3.2 Pa,
and is about 150 Pa. This is high for the flow rate Q[18],
indicating flow within a narrow channel of precipitation
is important for the algae pattern (Fig. 3(c)). In case
of the shell and filament, we conducted systematic mea-
surements shown in Figure 7(a). For each Q, three inde-
pendent measurements were conducted. Shell (filament)
patterns were observed when Q was smaller (larger) than
10 mL/min indicated as dashed line in Fig. 7(a, b) . Co-
existence of patterns were observed around 10 mL/min.,
so these data were not plotted in Figure 7(a). Interest-
ingly, deviation from the value without precipitation re-
action were noted in the case with filament pattern, and
is clearly seen with Pc = P − ΞQ. From this, we can see
that the pressure required for generates the shell pattern
is of the order of 100 Pa, whereas the pressure required
to have the filament pattern is of the order of kPa.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
From the pressure measurement, the key factor for an
algae pattern with a 3D structure is the formation of
narrow fractures. The pressure required to advance the
liquid increases inside of such narrow fractures. This dy-
namics involve microscopic cracking of the 3D aggregate,
coupled with sequential chemical reactions indicated by
the color change of the precipitate. To understand the
mechanism for the formation of an algae pattern requires
a detailed study of the sequential chemical reactions and
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FIG. 8. (a) Schematic representation of the boundary dy-
namics model. The model is based on movement of the 2D
boundary L. Typical outward normal velocity is represented
by vn and the local density of precipitation is represented by
σ. (b) Decrease in σ due to the curvature effect. (c) Simpli-
fied situation where the advancing tip moves with velocity V
and width w.
shear effects, and will thus be the subject of future study.
In contrast, the injection pressure required for a shell
pattern was almost the same as that required for algae
pattern despite of high Q. A further increase in Q re-
sulted in an increase in the injection pressure to about
kPa. At first consideration, this appears to be contradic-
tory because an increase in Q leads to a shorter reaction
time and the aggregate should be less solidified. There-
fore, the results suggest that the main factor influencing
the dissipation of the filament pattern is different from
those of algae and shell pattern. We speculate that this
paradox is due to thin lubrication layer between the pre-
cipitation and the substrate that appears at the front
of the injected fluid. Furthermore, we noted that the
fluid inside of the filament did not precipitate at all ex-
cept for their advancing boundary from the inspection of
cells after the experiments. Therefore, we conclude that
the generated precipitation should follow the advancing
front.
Based on our speculation, a mathematical model was
developed for the most interesting filament pattern. This
modeling involved extension of the 2D boundary dynam-
ics model developed for the drying processes of wet gran-
ular materials [19]. Here, the developed model includes
the effect of precipitation as an obstacle to movement of
the interface. The water glass/inner fluid interface is as-
sumed to be a moving boundary L. The variable σ was
adopted to indicate the local density of precipitation at
the moving boundary, for which the normal velocity is
denoted by vn (Fig. 8(a)). The precipitation does not
diffuse; therefore, the dynamics of σ can be determined
by the geometrical effect, which is given by:
∂σ
∂t
= a− κσvn. (1)
σ increases with time due to reaction between the water
glass and inner fluid. Here, the first term corresponds to
the reaction, and σ is considered to increase linearly with
time, and is thus assigned the coefficient a for simplicity.
The second term corresponds to the geometrical factor,
and κ is the curvature of L. The unit length in the mov-
ing interface increases to be 1 + κvn with each unit of
6time; thus, the density of precipitation at the interface
effectively decreases (Fig. 8(b)) [19].
The motion of the interface is given by
vn = f(σ)(∆p− γκ), (2)
where f(σ) represents the mobility of the interface under
the influence of thin lubrication layer between precipita-
tion and the substrate, and f(σ) is modeled by:
f(σ) =
{
ξ(σs − σ) 0 ≤ σ ≤ σs,
0 σ > σs.
(3)
The interface is stopped by an increase in σ, and this
effect is taken as the function f , where vn becomes 0 when
the precipitation density σ, reaches σs. The interface is
pushed by the pressure difference across the boundary
L, denoted as ∆p, whereas it is hindered by the Laplace
pressure γκ. Thus, the complete dynamics of the inter-
face can be described by Eqs. (1) and (2). Interestingly,
the proposed boundary model can be a differential form
of the model previously proposed for a spiral pattern [10].
To elucidate the essential features of this model, a situ-
ation is considered where the curvature κ = 2/w and the
normal velocity vn = V . This corresponds to the tip of
a steadily advancing filament, of which the velocity and
width are V and w, respectively (Fig. 8(c)). In this case
Eqs. (1) and (2) are expressed as:
∂σ
∂t
= a− 2σV
w
, (4)
and
V = ξ(σs − σ)
(
∆p− 2γ
w
)
. (5)
By inserting Eq. (5) into Eq.(4), the steady-state con-
dition, ∂σ/∂t = 0, leads to:(
σ − σs
2
)2
− σ
2
s
4
+
aw
2ξ (∆p− 2γ/w) = 0. (6)
To have a real root for σ, the condition for ∆p is obtained
as:
∆p ≥ 2γ
w
+
2aw
ξσ2s
. (7)
The first term in Eq. (7) corresponds to the effect of the
Laplace pressure, so that the increase of the filament size
w leads to a smaller injection pressure being required to
overcome the Laplace pressure. On the other hand, the
second term results from the geometrical effect that re-
duces the local concentration of the precipitation, which
will be smaller when w is smaller. Thus, there are optimal
conditions for filament growth under minimum pressure.
This minimum pressure can be easily calculated from:
∆p ≥ 2γ
w
+
2aw
ξσ2s
≥ 4
σs
√
aγ
ξ
, (8)
where equivalency is attained if and only if w = w0 =
σs
√
γξ/a. When equivalency is fulfilled, the pressure dif-
ference ∆p takes the minimum value ∆p0 =
4
σs
√
aγ
ξ . Fur-
thermore, we have σ = σ0 = σs/2, and V = V0 =
√
aγξ.
In summary, Eqs. (4) and (5) for the tip of an active fil-
ament have a minimum ∆p = ∆p0 for the steady state.
Under this condition, the advance of one filament will
require a flow rate of Qm = V0w0h = σsγξh. It should
be noted that Qm is dependent only on the geometrical
parameter h and the physical properties σs, γ, and ξ.
The existence of a minimum pressure difference for the
growth of filaments explains the experimental observa-
tions for the filament pattern. Initially, when the inner
fluid is injected into a cell, the number of filaments in-
creases due to fluctuation of the interface as a result of
inherent noise in the experimental system. At this stage,
the injection pressure can be higher than ∆p0. However,
as the number of active filaments increases, the pressure
becomes small, and finally reaches ∆p0. If the number
of active filaments increases further, then the pressure
becomes smaller than ∆p0, i.e., advance of the filaments
is halted. In this way, the number of active filaments
becomes saturated, so that all the active filaments ful-
fill the minimum pressure condition, ∆p0. At this stage,
each filament requires Qm for a tip to advance. Thus,
the saturated number of active filaments Ns, can be ob-
tained by Ns = Q/Qm. Therefore, as long as a filament
pattern appears, the number of active filaments is pro-
portional to the injection rate Q, whereas the rate of
advance of the active filament is determined by V0. The
analysis of filament patterns revealed that the number of
active filaments was saturated at N¯s, where N¯s was al-
most proportional to the injection rate of the inner fluid,
Q. Furthermore, the average velocity V¯f did not change
with Q.
The initial increase in the number of active filaments
requires further discussion. Our preliminary numerical
calculations for the boundary dynamics showed that the
model tended to show tip-splitting, which is reported as
double spiral formation in [10]. We consider that this
tip splitting is one of the main factors for the increase in
the filament number. In addition to the pressure effect
and inhibition of the boundary collision, the Ns depen-
dence on Q can be reproduced. Analysis of the numerical
calculations will be discussed elsewhere [20].
Filament patterns have been often observed in various
systems where flow and precipitation are coupled [21, 22],
such as in biological systems [23]. Saturation of the num-
ber of actively moving filaments was also noted in [21].
In this sense, the proposed boundary model can be a
simple mathematical model to determine the fingering
patterns generated by the coupling of flow and precipita-
tion within a confined geometry. Active stress generation
can also be included in the dynamics, such that sponta-
neous droplet deformation due to aggregate formation
could also be modeled [8, 9].
Comparing numerical value by Eqs. (7) and (8), which
7connects surface tension γ and the size of finger w with
the injection pressure ∆p. Assuming the observed branch
size corresponds to the case with minimum pressure, i.e.
w = w0, we have ∆p0 = 4γ/w0. Inserting the typical
values, ∆p0 = 1 kPa and w = 1 mm, we obtain γ ∼ few
100 mN/m. This estimated value of interfacial tension
γ is high for ordinary liquid whose typical values are of
the order of 10 mN/m, but close to the surface energy of
glass whose typical value is of the order of 100 mN/m[24].
Thus, the surface tension γ described in the model might
correspond to the one of generated precipitates.
Finally, we would like to comment on the possible im-
plication of our result on chemical grouting. Chemical
grouting is a common industrical technique to stabilize
soil by injecting precipitating solution [7]. As mentioned,
chemical grouting share essential physics with our sys-
tem: flow, precipitation, and frictional envrionment, i.e.
flow is governed by Darcy’s law. Our result indicates
that the pressure as well as the pattern of precipitates
drastically altered depending on the injection rate of so-
lutions. We believe further analysis of our result will
render relevant inforation for chemical grouting, where in
situ measurement of spatio-temporal pattern is, in prin-
ciple, impossible for the presence of soil.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, various patterns generated due to a cou-
pling of flow and precipitation in a Hele-Shaw cell were
investigated. Variation of physical control parameters,
such as the injection rate Q and the thickness of the
cell h was examined. Three distinctive patterns were
noted: algaes, shells and filaments. These patterns were
well classified by the circularity C and by the variance of
areal velocity f . The large f determined for algae pat-
terns suggests that these patterns possess 3D structure,
even under a confined quasi-2D condition. The filament
pattern has small C, which indicates filament growth.
Detailed analysis of the dynamics of the filament pattern
indicated that the number of actively growing filaments
becomes saturated with time at N¯s, which was almost
proportional to the injection rate Q. The velocity of the
growing filament v¯f was not affected by the change in
Q. A larger cell thickness h resulted in smaller N¯s but
almost the same v¯f . Measurement of the injection pres-
sure revealed the smallest injection pressure at the in-
jection point for a shell pattern, which can be explained
by the simple viscosity effect of the solution. These re-
sults suggest that a different mechanism for dissipation
is dominant for the filament pattern.
Based on these observations, a 2D boundary dynamics
model was constructed with existence of thin lubrication
layer between the precipitation and the substrate at the
growth front. The model predicts the optimal size of a
filament with minimum pressure required for the steady
state. Further speculation led to a successful explanation
for the filament pattern. Both the experimental system
and the proposed mathematical model can serve as a sim-
ple example for the coupling of flow and precipitation,
by which various spatio-temporal patterns are generated
that reflect those observed in geophysical, biological, as
well as engineering systems.
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